Construction and characterization of a region-specific microdissection library from human chromosome 2q35-q37.
A region-specific genomic library for human chromosome 2q35-q37 has been constructed using the microdissection and polymerase chain reaction-mediated linker-adaptor microcloning method. Twenty fragments from the chromosome region 2q35-q37 were dissected and a library consisting of 20,000 recombinant microclones was obtained. The insert size ranged between 50 and 800 bp, with a mean of approximately 270 bp. About 50-60% of the microclones contained unique sequences. The microdissection library has been demonstrated to derive from the dissected region 2q35-q37 by chromosome painting using the fluorescence in situ hybridization (FISH) technique. Southern blot analysis of the unique sequence microclones from the library showed that 54% (26/48) of the clones are of human origin and chromosome 2 specific. Four of these microclones have been further mapped to the 2q37 region by using a cell hybrid containing only 2q37. The unique sequence microclones have also been characterized for their insert size and the hybridizing genomic fragments cleaved with HindIII. As shown previously, these microclones will be useful in isolating corresponding yeast artificial chromosome (YAC) clones with large inserts for high-resolution physical mapping and also in screening cDNA libraries to isolate expressed gene sequences as candidate genes to facilitate search for the crucial genes underlying genetic diseases and specific forms of cancer assigned to the region.